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The 4th of July holds a special place in the hearts of Americans as they celebrate unity and the defining values (e.g., freedom, equality, and liberty) upon which the nation was built. For some, however, this year’s celebratory spirit was perhaps dampened by despair and sadness, two emotions expressed on social media by many Americans over the two recent landmark rulings by the Supreme Court of the United States (SCOTUS).

On June 29, SCOTUS struck down affirmative action, ruling the race-conscious admissions programs at colleges and universities unconstitutional (Barnes, 2023; Liptak, 2023). Then, on June 30, SCOTUS handed down another landmark ruling which outlawed student loan forgiveness and terminated President Biden’s plan to provide student loan reliefs for tens of millions of Americans (Barnes & Douglass-Gabriel, 2023). This high court’s decision on student loans will likely affect one in eight Americans (Turner, 2023), leaving student loan borrowers feeling frustrated, defeated, and angry (Carrillo & Lee, 2023; Pager, 2023). As the nation contends with existing divides on a range of political, cultural, and social fronts, these two
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Momentous rulings seemed to intensify the remarkable depth of political divisiveness in the United States (Cavaliere, 2023).

These recent rulings have triggered angst among both proponents and opponents of two highly politically and socially charged issues: affirmative action and student debts (Bernstein, 2023; Cavaliere, 2023; Espinoza, 2023). As online media have increasingly played a central role in facilitating civic engagement and shaping individuals’ decisions on contested issues (Lee, 2022; Zhang et al., 2022), it is thus valuable to examine how social media users have reacted toward these two landmark decisions by SCOTUS. Specifically, we seek to explore the following questions:

RQ1: What are the general sentiments among Americans toward the SCOTUS’ recent rulings?

RQ2: What are the major topics related to the SCOTUS’ recent rulings trending across social media platforms?
Method

To probe the above questions, researchers at the Center for Strategic Communication at Montclair State University’s School of Communication and Media utilized social media data analytics platforms Keyhole and Brandwatch, which specialize in uncovering business insights and trends through AI-powered social listening. Particularly, this study examined more than 150,000 social conversations between June 27 and July 3, 2023 that occurred on major social media platforms (e.g., Facebook, Instagram, Reddit, Twitter, etc.). The research team built search queries on Keyhole and Brandwatch to discover how social media users in the U.S. conversed about the Supreme Court’s recent two landmark rulings regarding Affirmative Action and Student Loan Forgiveness. Trending hashtags, key words, and mentions surrounding each topic (e.g., #AffirmativeAction, #affirmative, #SCOTUSRuling, college loan forgiveness, #StudentLoan, #studentloandebt, etc.) were employed to build relevant search queries1.
Results

Explosive Increase of Social Conversations

The 7-day period (June 27 – July 3, 2023) witnessed an explosive spike of conversations related to both topics -- “Affirmative Action” and “Student Loan Forgiveness” -- across social media platforms. Unique social posts about “Affirmative Action” surged 8610% (see Figure 1) with the peak volume reaching over 40k on June 29, compared to the previous week’s meager 647 posts. A similar astonishing rate of increase was also found among social media users commenting on “Student Loan Forgiveness.” A staggering increase of 13k% (see figure 2) for unique authored social media posts on SCOTUS’ student debt ruling was recorded from June 27 to July 3, with the peak volume hitting over 30k social posts, a sharp contrast to the previous week’s 210 posts. Twitter was the dominant platform for such social conversations compared to other social media platforms such as Facebook, Reddit, Tumblr, blog sites, YouTube, and others.

1All search queries were geographically limited to the U.S.
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Figure 1: Social Media Conversations Volume regarding “Affirmative Action”
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Figure 2: Social Media Conversations Volume regarding “Student Loan Forgiveness”

Disgust and Sadness Characterizing Online Users

In response to the two SCOTUS rulings, American social media users most prominently exhibited sentiments of disgust and sadness. On the topic and ruling of “Affirmative Action,” the sentiments of disgust and sadness saw an astounding increase of 19,483% and 25,085% respectively (see Figure 3), with sadness being the most widely expressed sentiment. Feelings of disgust, sadness, and anger accounted for 72% (see Chart 1) of the emotions expressed by users.
Results

across major social media platforms on these two rulings. Specifically, the feeling of sadness identified among social media users was associated with the following constructs: disparities among different races in college admissions, institutional blocks facing Black people, unfair legacy admission practices, compositions of supreme court justices, disillusion of achieving racial justice, and other practices based on race perceived as unfair. Feeling of disgust among online users appeared to be associated with the following constructs: dissatisfaction with current problematic practices and policies (such as existing racial preferences), lack of substantive support for Black people, discrimination based on race, and hypocritical admission policies. Notably, a sizable number of social posts expressed sadness as well as disgust about the impact of reversing affirmative action in eroding racial equity in higher education.

Figure 3: Emotions Breakdown for Social Media Conversations Related to “Affirmative Action”
Results regarding American social media users’ sentiments about “Student Loan Forgiveness” showed similar patterns (see Figure 4). Particularly, the dominant sentiment of sadness experienced an increase of 14,776%. A considerable number of social media users lamented what they perceived as inconsistent and hypocritical practices on loan forgiveness granted to celebrities, billionaires, politicians, and mega corporations.
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Interesting, trending conversations across various social platforms regarding these two impactful SCOTUS rulings invariably focused on unjust social and institutional practices, such as preferential treatment, racial preferences, or elite privilege (see Figure 5 and Figure 6). On the topic of “Affirmative Action,” discussions of Black people related to racism, rights, success, students, and admission processes have increased 92% in the chosen period. Barack and Michelle Obama’s responses on Twitter on SCOTUS’ overturning affirmative action garnered the highest engagement (see Figure 7).

Regarding the topic of “Student Loan Forgiveness,” users flooded to social media to
denounce perceived hypocrisy of forgiving PPP loans for wealthy Americans, politicians, corporations, and celebrities. There was also trending discussion of the perceived negative future impact of this ruling on America. An example of this came from @EricLeiderman’s tweet that reached 1 million users: “By striking down student loan debt, the US is likely to enter an immediate rescission this fall when tens of millions of Americans will resume payment of loans in place of their current disposable income. #SCOTUS #StudentLoanForgiveness.”

Figure 5: Trending Topics for “Affirmative Action”
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Figure 6: Trending Topics for “Student Loan Forgiveness”
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Figure 7: Most Engagement Posts Related to “Affirmative Action”
Discussions

According to our findings, these two recent Supreme Court decisions have triggered a dramatic increase of negative feelings among Americans who used social media platforms to increasingly discuss these topics. This data suggests that Americans are feeling particularly divided over both ruling, driven by feelings of sadness and disgust over perceptions of unfairness, challenges of achieving diversity, and questions of discriminatory practices. Beyond and in conjunction with these sentiments, there were also increasing calls for advocacy against these rulings, as online users increasingly advocated participation in future political elections. Two such calls came from the use of #votebluetosaveAmerica and #vote2024. Therefore, this research suggests that these SCOTUS rulings could have a behavioral impact on political engagement and voting behaviors in the upcoming 2024 election cycle.
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